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Inspired in the all-time karts games classics, Supersonic Tank Cats breezes into Steam to capture the style and manners of sagas
such as Mario Kart and Sonic & All Stars Racing. The game offers full Time Trials, Grand Prix and online/offline multiplayer

Splitscreen GP and Battle Modes.

High-Tech Tank-Kitty Roaster

Choose between five adorable half-cat-half-combat fully armed vehicles to prevent your rivals from winning. Each character
has a different playstyle and backstory!

Wacky Cartoony Racetracks

At this stage you can compete in 4 distinct zany tracks and become No.1 Champion! More racetracks will be included as the
Early Access progress.
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Weapons à gogo

Each of these wheeled creatures is equipped with powerful arms. Use special power-ups to gain advantage from other racers!
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Title: Supersonic Tank Cats
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
Molegato
Publisher:
Molegato
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel I5

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 550 MB available space

English,German,Japanese
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Don't let my time fool you, I completed the game before it got on Steam, since I pre-ordered the Limited Edition from JList.

This is...glorious. As you might be able to see from my Steam library, I love yuri VNs, and this is no exception. The music is
sweet, the characters are too, and...my goodness, everything just comes together into this little ball of love and happiness, with
more than a bit of tension added by the many different mysteries to solve, and pain when said mysteries are solved incorrectly.

Going on these mysteries, some of them are far more difficult than others, and may require some frustating retries to get, due to
that one really obtuse piece of evidence that you may have overlooked. However, there are walkthroughs if you cannot for the
life of you understand what the game wants, and don't feel bad for using them; after all, you're probably here for the yuri
anyway.

Speaking of which, it's here. Soft, sweet, and more than a little blatant, it's a perfect little ball of enjoyment that I fully
recommend.. Wow! Played like five minutes of it and bailed. Writing my first review ever just to warn people. This game
would've been horrible 20 years ago. The camera movement and gunfights feel like a crappy mod of an even crappier game
made in the 90s. Do NOT buy this. Wow.....

EDIT: 2 of my posts in the discussion board have been actively deleted! I just posted them and watched them get removed!
Crazy.

EDIT 2: FOUR of my posts have been deleted now. The last one was gone with 30 seconds of me posting it.

DO NOT BUY.. One of my most hilarious gaming experiences of the year, Lance A Lot is a great party game for core gamers
and casuals alike. Hidden 'On the Trail of the Ancients' has a lot going for it but it is hugely overpriced given its extremely short
play time. Expect no more than 4 hours, even if you end up stuck on the puzzles for some time.

Without a doubt, I'd say that this is a great start to a point and click adventure. The voice acting and graphics are good quality,
there are some interesting puzzles and the 'creepy' factor is well pitched. You see the beginnings of a well throught out
supernatural horror story with enough detail to make you want to know more and well pitched tensio leading to some properly
'jump out of your seat moments'.

The problem is the game is over before you feel it has begun. The story is set up but hasn't developed at all. If this had been
marketed as an episode 1 of a longer story and priced as such then I would not complain. But it is shorter than a single episode
of many other games and at least twice the price.. Insanely fun
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This super cute kart racer has loads of potential (it *is* early access, after all!) and it's cute, colorful and fun. The gameplay is
good, the characters are really strong and the developer is hard working and open to suggestions. Great music, too!

I'm def. looking forward to getting more tracks to race on :). this game game just sucks, i mean it was cool at first but after a
while the music just cuts out randomly and you get this awkard silence til the end of the match

also the al in the can be beaten pretty easly if you just force you guys and the ball into the field goal. itas žaidymas primena labai
apie agurkinių gauja kai kelis nušovė prie durų grc zajabys buvau kraujas lėjosi visur. Games requirements are ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.
My laptop isnt some powerhouse but I can play PoE or Van Helsing on medium/high and have nice experience. Here I get below
30fps even on minimum settings...

Was really looking forward to try this series out but unfortunately I wont be able to play it, shame.. pretty good game. You're a
tiki warrior hurling spears at your foes while you collect shrunken heads to gain special abilities. Like...where has this game
been all my life!?!?

Seriously, its a fun game to play, I just wish more people would discover and play it. So far i've only played by myself, but I
have a blast just running aorund chanting tribal jubberish and admiring the stunning visuals

I also love the customization feature of the tikis, customization and being able to make ones character unique, espesially in a
multiplayer game, is a huge plus in my opinion

All in all, totally worth it. 3 bucks and bam, you instantly have a creative, fun little game that you and your buddies can have an
absolute blast on. Okay, so the game\/story is interesting and all that, however I can NOT enjoy it... simply because... the way
it's written, you never know if the MC is talking or thinking! Should add some god damn quotation marks for the MC!. We
asked for it and SakuraGame delivered.
You get a folder with all the songs in .wav format plus an in-game music player.

Time to listen to Martha's theme until I get sick of it \u2665
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